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THE SESSION LAWS OF COLORADO-1931
By Allen Moore, Director,
Colorado Legislative Reference Office
A NEW VOLUME OF COLORADO SESSION LAWS APPEARS
ERETOFORE the various volumes entitled, "Session
Laws of Colorado", have had no particular significance to me, one from the other, but when the freshly
bound copy marked "Session Laws of Colorado, 1931", was
placed upon my desk, it did have a significance all of its own.
Nearly every one of the 178 laws and 38 resolutions and
memorials to be found therein were familiar friends. These
alone of the 1212 bills and numerous resolutions had survived the tumult of legislative battle and gubernatorial veto.
Many of them had been drafted in the Legislative Reference
Office, countless amendments to them had been prepared
there, information concerning them had been compiled and
furnished to the members, and their subject-matter had been
discussed pro and con during and since the session of the
Twenty-eighth General Assembly. There they were-comprising a volume of 944 pages, ready for the critical study
of lawyer and laymen-ready for the searching construction
and interpretation of nisi prius and appellate courts. Would
they stand the test? Did they constitute any contribution to
the already overwhelming body of the law? What were their
merits and defects? Which would better have been omitted?
Why were many of the worthy measures sponsored so faithfully during the session not to be found there? These were
some of the questions which came to mind. Only time will
bring their answers.
At this time it is, of course, utterly impossible to say
which of the new laws are the more important, but I think
it may safely be said that some of them, at least, will stand
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as permanent and constructive contributions to the body of
our statute law. It is proposed to make brief mention and
comment upon some of what seem to me to be the more significant laws passed by the 1931 Legislature.
COMMERCIAL LAWS

In the field of commercial law Senator Manly's masterly
recodification of the corporation laws of the state (Ch.70)
places Colorado in the fore-front of those states which seek
to afford to corporations sane, liberal and sensible provisions
for incorporation. No lawyer is safe in incorporating new
companies in this state, or in giving advice concerning the
management of corporations here, without studying carefully the Manly bill, together with Ch. 71, which amends
Section 2312 of the Compiled Laws of Colorado, 1921, concerning corporation annual reports. It is now made possible
for corporations to file correct annual reports for the first
time in many years and for directors to rely upon them. Ch.
72 concerning the sale of corporate assets should also be consulted.
In this same field of commercial law it should be noted
that Colorado has now codified fully its laws relating to partnerships by the adoption of The Uniform Partnership Act
(Ch. 129), and The Uniform Limited Partnership Act (Ch.
128).
Two acts which may be of interest to attorneys representing banks are to be found in Ch. 54, relating to consolidation of banks, and in Ch. 55, regarding the investment of
trust funds.
Bucket shops are regulated by a comprehensive act (Ch.
57), while Ch. 95, the so-called "Blue Sky Law", sponsored
by Senator Quiat, relates to fraudulent practices in respect
to the sale of stocks, bonds and other securities. This bill
which was so bitterly fought up to the time of its approval
by Governor Adams narrowly escaped being referred to the
people, but now that the referendum petitions have been rejected by the Secretary of State, Colorado at last has a Blue
Sky Law with teeth to spare.
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MOTOR VEHICLE LEGISLATION

Motor vehicle legislation is represented by the Uniform
Motor Vehicle Act (Ch. 122), 87 pages in length, which gives
this state for the first time an adequate law regulating the
administration of the Motor Vehicle Department, registration of motor vehicles, operators' and chauffeurs' licenses, and
the operation of vehicles on highways. In this same field
private carriers which have constituted so troublesome a
problem are placed under the supervision of the Public Utilities Commission by Ch. 120.
Another law which has created and will create much
interest is to be found in Ch. 118, which provides that a guest
shall have no cause of action for damages against the owner
or operator of a motor vehicle in which the guest was riding,
for injury, death, or loss in case of accident, unless the accident was intentional on the part of the driver or was caused
by his intoxication or willful negligence. A number of states
have adopted similar legislation and the constitutionality of
the Connecticut Act after which this act was modeled was
sustained in Silver v. Silver, 280 U. S. 117, 50 S. Ct. Rep.
Of equal interest to motorists, by Ch. 125, Colorado is
given a most excellent oil and gas inspection law which should
insure products of pure quality with less opportunity for deception. By the re-enactment of the motor fuel excise tax
law (Ch. 126) the 4c gas tax is continued with certain administrative features strengthened. License plates on motor
vehicles will hereafter carry identifying key numbers for the
various counties of the State, Denver's key number being "1",
(Ch. 119).
THE BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION LAW

Building and Loan Associations and other associations,
organizations, institutions, or individuals engaged in a business of similar character, are placed under the supervision of
the State Commissioner of Building and Loan Associations
of the Building and Loan Department, a newly created department (Ch. 58). The regulation of such associations in
this state thus enters a new era. No bill, unless it was the
Blue Sky Bill, was more strenuously fought during the legis-
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lative session. Yet the bill as reported out by the Senate
Committee was passed and approved without amendments.
SOCIAL AND LABOR LEGISLATION

Social and labor legislation is represented by an amendment to the 1927 Old Age Pension Act, (Ch. 131). This
makes the establishment of a system of old age pensions compulsory upon the counties, lowers the age limit from seventy
to sixty-five and directs the County Commissioners to appropriate the necessary funds.
In this same field we may include the "Yellow Dog"
Contract Law (Ch. 112), declaring agreements not to join
labor or employees' organizations to be against public policy
and void; The Credit Unions Law (Ch. 80) a very progressive piece of legislation affording an effective means of combatting loan sharks; the Adult Probation Law (Ch. 136);
and the "Gin" Marriage Law (Ch. 114) providing for a
delay of five days between the application for and the issuance of marriage licenses. House Concurrent Resolution
No. 9 ratified the proposed amendment to the Constitution
of the United States giving Congress the power to regulate
child labor.
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

Important changes in practice and procedure are to be
found in an amendment to Seqtions 97 and 98 of the Code
of Civil Procedure (Ch. 52) concerning attachments; and
amendment of Section 5595, Compiled Laws of Colorado,
1921, (Ch. 86) concerning the service of summons in divorce
actions; the addition of a new section, Section 21, to Chapter
VIII of the Code of Civil Procedure, concerning injunctions
(Ch. 105) and by the amendment of Section 444 of the Code,
relating to the rule-making powers of the Supreme Court
(Ch. 132), by abolishing the rule relating to judicial comment.
As drafted originally, the amendment to the attachments
sections provided for the use of attachment in all tort actions
as well as in contract actions, but the bill was amended in the
Senate to limit attachments in tort actions to torts committed
by non-residents of the State of Colorado. Although nine-
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teen or more states permit the full use of the process of attachment in tort actions, no state, so far as I know, limits its
application to torts committed by non-residents.
The amendment to the statute concerning the service of
summons in divorce actions authorizes the service of such
summons by publication if the defendant is without the United
States. This clears up a hitherto troublesome situation.
The addition of Section 21 to Chapter VIII of the Code
of Civil Procedure marks an important change in the jurisdiction of the district court. The National Commission on
Law Observance and Enforcement in its study of the Federal
Courts observed that few, if any, states had conformed to the
provisions of Section 266 of the Federal Judicial Code making it permissible for a state court to restrain a proceeding
in a Federal District Court whenever a suit praying for an
interlocutory injunction shall have been begun in such court
to restrain any official of a state from enforcing or administering any statute or administrative order. The commission
was of the opinion that the validity of state statutes and administrative orders should be determined by state courts in
so far as possible, thereby helping to relieve the congestion
in the Federal District Courts. Upon its recommendation
jurisdiction was conferred upon district courts in this state
to grant a stay of proceedings in the Federal Court until the
determination of a suit in the state district court as to the
enforceability of the statute or order in question. This new
law should do much to strengthen state autonomy and to offset the rapidly increasing encroachment of federal upon state
courts. It deserves the careful attention of the bar.
ESTATE AND REAL PROPERTY LAWS

The legislation pertaining to real property and estates
is meager. Ch. 169 provides for foreclosure of deeds of trust
by the Public Trustee in the usual manner notwithstanding
the fact that the indebtedness secured may constitute a claim
against the estate of a deceased person and/or notwithstanding the death of one or more of the owners of the real estate
covered by the deed of trust. Trustee's deeds heretofore issued under such circumstances without court orders are validated. Certain acts of deputy public trustees are validated
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by Ch. 138. Ch. 140 makes certain changes in the law relating to sales of real property on execution and lien foreclosure
and the redemption thereof. The law concerning tax deeds
is changed by Ch. 141, and by Ch. 142 the county is made
liable for loss resulting from errors in certificates of taxes
due, thus relieving the county treasurer or his surety of liability. Ch. 144 provides for the redemption of an undivided
interest in land which has been sold for taxes. Rather important changes in the adoption procedure are made by Ch.
5. Ch. 79 provides a new schedule of fees in county and
probate courts.
CHANGES IN ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION

Ch. 61 makes some rather important changes in the Coal
Mine Inspection Law. The bonds of collection agencies are
required to be renewed annually by Ch. 62. The only constitutional amendment proposed by the General Assembly is
to be found in Ch. 68, which submits a proposal to amend
Section 8 of Article XIV of the State Constitution to provide
for four year terms for county officers. Beauty parlors are
brought under state regulation by Ch. 74, which creates a
State Board of Cosmetology. The powers and duties of the
State Dairy Commissioner are re-defined in Ch. 82. The
Colorado State Forest is created by Ch. 94. The compulsory inspection of certain fruits and vegetables is provided
for in a detailed law to be found as Ch. 96. Ch. 116 provides
for the election of the Moffat 'Iunnel Commissioners once
more. Extensive changes are made by Ch. 123 in the laws
relating to the National Guard, providing for the appointment and removal of the Adjutant General by the Governor,
abolishing the Military Board and concentrating authority
in the Adjutant General, subject always to the approval of
the Governor as Commander-in-Chief. State educational institutions are given the power to erect dormitories and refectories by Ch. 155 without resorting to appropriations or mill
levies. Of the greatest interest to state employes is the State
Employes' Retirement Fund Law found in Ch. 157, which
provides a plan of retirement and disability benefits by contributions from state employes only.
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CONCLUSION

The omissions of the legislature are reserved for the conclusion. It should be noted that the 1931 Session Laws contain no reforms in taxation, although an income tax law was
almost adopted and a proposed amendment providing for an
income tax, for the classification of property and for the taxation of intangibles was strenuously urged. A tobacco tax
bill was killed at the last moment. Taxation of chain stores,
a gross receipts tax, and other tax measures received but little
consideration. Neither was a resolution for the calling of a
constitutional convention adopted, although most well-informed persons believe that no real tax reforms or reforms
in state and county administration can be accomplished without a new constitution, or at least extensive amendments of
the present constitution. The judicial salaries bills slept
peacefully in committee. No laws were passed for the relief
of the distress which the present economic depression may
bring about, although an unemployment insurance bill was
introduced.
Reapportionment occupied much of the attention of the
legislature and was in the background in the consideration of
every tax measure, in the distribution of highway and gasoline tax funds, and in the audit of those funds, which audit
was finally authorized by Ch. 59, but the opponents of reapportionment were victorious in every battle. The ghost counties of the state will long remain to haunt the advocates of
more efficient state and local administration.
Yet, after all, considering the inherent difficulties of the
problems with which the legislature wrestled, it is not surprising that many were left unsolved. Over against these
omissions it is submitted that there is to be found in the 1931
Session Laws a large measure of constructive accomplishment
of which the Twenty-eighth General Assembly may well be
proud. To Senators Teller Ammons, Golding Fairfield,
Charles Edgar Kettering, George C. Manly and Ira L. Quiat,
and to Representatives Malcolm E. Collier, S. Arthur Henry,
Josiah G. Holland, William P. Kavanaugh, David H. Morris,
Horace F. Phelps and William E. Spangler, all of the Denver Bar, a large measure of credit for the accomplishments
of the recent legislature must be given.

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
COMMERCIAL LAW
By C. Clyde Barker of the Denver Bar
(Continued from September Issue)

(1T

ORD Mansfield reared a body of special jurymen at
guild hall who were generally returned on all commercial cases to be tried there. He was on terms
of the most familiar intercourse with them, not only conversing freely with them in court, but inviting them to dine
with him. From them he learned the issues of the trade, and
in return he took great pains explaining to them the principles of jurisprudence by which they were to be guided.
"Several of these gentlemen survived when I began to
attend guild hall as a student and were esteemed and honored
as Lord Mansfield's jurymen. One in particular I remember,
Mr. Edward Vaux, who always wore a cocked hat, and had
almost as much authority as the Lord Chief Justice himself."
As a result of Lord Mansfield's work an amalgamation to
a large extent was effected between the Law Merchant and
the Common Law, and the two no longer stand apart with the
same distinctness as separate bodies of law. Each operated to
modify and complement the other. It is not difficult yet, however, to trace back many principles now accepted as Common
Law, to the Law Merchant origin, with the same characteristic features as when, unknown to the Common Law, it was
enforced only in Merchant Court. Of this we might instance
the doctrine of stoppage in transitu, which according to Lord
Justice Brett, in Kendall v. Marshall, 11 Q. B. D. 356, was
"not founded on any contract between the parties; it is not
founded on any ethical principles; but it is founded upon the
custom of merchants. The right to stop in transitu was originally proved in evidence as a part of the custom of merchants;
but it has afterwards been adopted as a matter of principle,
both at law and in equity."
The time that we have thus spent in tracing the early development and administration of commercial law will not
have been entirely lost if we can find therefrom lessons for
present-day application.

1..,
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And first we may ask if it is strange that in these ancient
times, conspicuous for their great leisure, business required
the dispatch of justice of the "dusty-footed" type, and that
now, in this modern age of unexampled development in all
business and trade, with the powerful adjuncts of communication and transportation, that the business world chafes at the
delay still found in our courts in the dispatch of litigation and
is found casting about for other alternatives.
And thus we find repeated the old Italian Guilds and
English court in the United States Arbitration Act, passed in
recent years by Congress, permitting parties to any controversy of which the Federal Court would have jurisdiction, to
arbitrate their differences before arbitrators selected from men
of their own trade or profession, unhampered by most of the
restrictions of a procedural kind, in the way of pleading and
evidence, and without the great expense and delay incident to
litigation and followed by the same binding force and effect as
a judgment.
Similar acts have been passed in many states, including
New York, Oregon, California, Massachusetts, Utah, Wyoming, and Pennsylvania, and perhaps other states.
The act is approved by the National Commissioners on
Uniform Laws, which is seeking to have it adopted by all
states.
To a similar origin may be traced such quasi judicial
bodies now functioning in this country as the Interstate Commerce Commission, Federal Trade Commission, the Industrial Relations Commission, of the various states, and the numerous states public utilities commissions, of which Mr. Samuel T. Bush, in a lecture to the Law Students of the University
of California in 1928 had the following to say:
"These commissions exercise their powers in many respects like the old guild courts of Northern Italy. Like the
guild courts, they exercise jurisdiction over certain definite
and limited classes in a community, they function independently of the Common Law courts, their orders and decrees
are binding equally with the courts of the land, subject to
court review, however, under. certain specified conditions and
they establish and enforce many rules of law that apply only
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to those subject to their jurisdiction. They may, therefore,
truly be said to be the progeny of commercial law."
A like spirit is manifested in the development of workman's compensation insurance. Insurance has always been
included in the field of commercial law, and was first developed under Lord Mansfield, who has been called the father of
insurance laws. The administration of workman's compensation is committed in nearly all the states to administrative
boards, not necessarily composed of lawyers, and the great
bulk of it never enters the court house.
Under the new Federal Compensation Act, relating to
harbor workers and longshoremen, deputy commissioners administer the law, and we find a single deputy commissioner,
not required to be lawyer, replacing and dispensing all the
functions of the judge and twelve good men and true, in disposing of all law and fact issues, whose award is subject to
review only by injunction in the Federal Court and solely on
questions of law.
This it is submitted hardly constitutes due process and
certainly does not carry the same guarantees of a fair trial and
a correct result as the old guilds and courts of Fair, where the
merchants and traders disposed of the complaints arising between their fellows, but it does dispatch business and clean up
the docket whether it dispenses justice or not.
Whether workman's compensation could have been left
to the courts or not, we cannot say. We are rather of the opinion that its administrative details in the mass are better committed to commissions, but we pause to note an article reaching our attention, by an Illinois lawyer belaboring courts and
lawyers for not modernizing and simplifying their procedure,
and making it more adaptable and responsive to modern economic and social conditions, and asserting that had they done
so, workman's compensation could have been better, and just
as expeditiously administered by the courts, through special
masters or commissioners.
While such views appear now to be in the category of
locked doors after horses are gone, they can still bear-fruit, as
to inciting us to expedite that part of workman's compensation still left to the courts, because the tendency will be, and if
throughout the country, to broaden rather than curtail the
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powers of the commission, and let this curtailment be applied
toward the court.
Just what simplification shall consist of is a debatable
question, but we merely state, that so much of our procedure
or practice or rules of court as tend to make the trial of a lawsuit a battle of wits between opposing attorneys, and as permit
the client to suffer because of an oversight by his attorney of
some technical procedure or point, to a preclusion of a consideration of the merits of his case, is in our judgment, hardly
worthy of the middle ages and should be discarded.
Personally, we feel, when told that the lawyer is being
eliminated by legislation and business organizations, in writing wills and guaranteeing titles, and in many other lines, very
much like Emerson who when advised by his contemporary,
Cassandra, that the world was coming to an end, said "Let it
come; it has my permission".
If the time ever comes in the complexity of human affairs and the clash of conflicting interest rising out of them,
when the lawyer is not needed in their solution, we will welcome it as the millennium, and gladly resign the profession
whose toil, drudgery, and responsibility often far outweigh
any material consideration or compensation coming from it,
and whose chief compensating features to many, lie in the
opportunity it affords for the exercise of intellectual faculties,
with the consequent liberalizing spirit and philosophical outlook flowing therefrom, and the fellowship among the members of the profession.
Like Othello, we will have lost our occupation, but without his accompanying despair.
Anything that tends to bring about uniformity of state
laws, is obviously in the interest of expedition. The National
Bankruptcy Act is a fair specimen of the advantages of the
commercial law working uniformly throughout all of the
states. With forty-eight sovereign states maintaining separate
jurisdictions, each construing its own statutes and establishing
and following its own precedents, the business of the world is
seriously hampered and retarded by the uncertainty attendant
upon it, and arising on crossing states lines and becoming subject to the various statutes and judicial construction thereof in
so many jurisdictions. The work of the National Commis-
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sioners of Uniform State Laws, acting in conjunction with the
American Bar Association and the Commercial Law League
of America, as well as the State Bar Associations of the different states, in seeking to bring about such uniformity, is of great
interest to the profession.
Already there has been secured the passage, in many
states, of uniform laws which are mostly of a commercial nature, and including such well-known laws as the Uniform
Negotiable Instruments Law, the Uniform Bills of Lading
Act, the Uniform Warehouse Receipts act, the Uniform Chattel Mortgage Act, the Uniform Bulk Sales Law, The Uniform
Conditional Sales Law, and the Uniform Arbitration Act.
A uniform law that is now being recommended, and
which would have a notable tendency to expedite litigation
and the progress thereof through the courts, is the Uniform
Summary Judgment Act which has for its purpose the bringing to a prompt issue all cases of a commercial nature, including actions for real estate, and the rental therefrom. When
no proper defense is shown, by affidavits setting up the same,
judgment follows promptly, and if there exists a defense to a
part of the cause of action, then judgment follows promptly
for such part as to which there is no defense.
We would urge the importance of taking the matter of
bringing about the uniformity of state laws more to heart by
the profession and assisting in every way in bringing about the
adoption of these uniform laws as they are recommended by
the national agencies promulgating them.
The work is not without its difficulty and burdens being
carried on by the unselfish and unremunerated activities of
members of the legal profession.
President Coolidge made a remark that the business of
the nation is business, and to this we might add that the business of the nation must be transacted according to principles
of, commercial law. As to its importance, we quote again from
Bush's article above referred to: "Commercial Law today is
the life-blood of all.law affecting private or property rights.
Because of its vitality, universality, and adaptability to the
rapid changes that have taken place in the social and economic
conditions in the past few generations, all other branches of
the common or civil law, such as the law of real property, the
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law of the administration of estates, the law of corporations,
equity jurisprudence, and other branches, have been able to
sustain life and function."
This commentator then proceeds to point out the anathema in which the word "collection" has been accustomed to
be held by the profession, and that under modern evolution of
the practice, many of the large law firms were furnishing facilities for handling the collections of their clients. We might
merely add that the law itself consists largely of the "collection" business, and revolves around money.
In your later practice, you will probably find that the
bulk of business comes from one of three sources: those who
desire advice as to how to get money; or having got it, as to
how to retain it, and keep others from taking it away from
them; and third, having lost it, how to get it back from those
who have wrongfully got its possession.
Furthermore, the same principles in interesting questions
of commercial law as would apply to the collection of a million dollars, have like application to the settling of a dispute
involving the collection of only a few dollars. The firmament
above us loses none of its majestic grandeur, in that it covers
the peasants hut alongside of the King's palace. Finally since
commercial law is peculiarly at home in the domain of private
and property rights, and since Balzac says "The lawyer is a
statesman in charge of private affairs" we are one and all commercial lawyers.
As to the law practice, whether commercial or otherwise,
there is no such thing as an ideal one. Just as, individually,
we are all haunted by the ghosts of ideal selves, we may dream
of such a practice, but it does not exist. There is not even
such a thing as an ideal lawsuit, at least not for both sides of it.
Every lawsuit has to go through the laboratory of analysis and
definition, the workshop of preparation, the ordeal of trial,
and the crucible of appeal, and the variability and uncertainty
of law is such, that we are suffering suspense until the tribunal
to which is committed the last guess, confides to us for the first
time in the history of the case, what the law of it really is.
Balzac truly says "there is no such thing as absolute law,
there are only circumstances".
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Like all activities, this field presents the opportunity for
choice which must be exercised by the beginner early in his
career, and his goal, ambition, and ideals must indicate the
pathway which he will pursue. The subject naturally branches into two channels, broad in scope, one of which might be
termed the business and the other the professional.
Debate and discussion in conventions of the Commercial
Law League of America, which may very fairly be called the
clearing house for the consideration of commercial law practice, has very clearly indicated a well-defined line of demarcation or division between those who consider the commercial
law practice distinctly confined within the same channels of
ethics and procedure as the other forms of law practice, and
those on the other hand who seek clearly to find reasons why
it should not be limited within the strict bounds of a profession, but should be expanded so as to partake of and be governed by the most strict rules of purely non-professional business activity.
The justification for the position of either or both diverse
forms should be considered in so far as they enlarge or narrow
the scope, and therefore the possibilities of commercial law
practice.
From whatever standpoint considered, the commercial
law practice presents the most alluring attractions, particularly to the young man just entering upon his career, and eager
not only to make rapid progress, but to make his way financially, as he progresses, either professionally or in a business
way,
In the first place the commercial law practice offers to
the young man the fulfillment of his first desire; that is, opportunity to have business and in it to demonstrate his capacity and ability; secondly as a corollary thereto, it opens for
him an opportunity almost immediately to obtain that actual
practice and experience, which is the most necessary equipment for rounding out the theoretical knowledge obtained in
the Law School; thirdly, it offers immediate financial returns;
and last but not least, as the preliminary experience of the
young lawyer, it opens the possibilities of contact with the
business of his country as contrasted with the ordinary limitations of his local practice.
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To these advantages might be added the opportunity particularly emphasized and made possible through membership
in the Commercial Law League of America, for meeting and
becoming acquainted with hundreds of lawyers throughout
the United States, all of which can constitute a most valuable
asset not only from the financial and professional standpoint,
but also from the personal side, for the acquaintances and
friendships thus obtained in the experience of the older practitioners have become valuable beyond price.
Concretely, the scope of commercial law practice is almost as extensive as the law itself because its practice enters
into practically all human activities so far as they are governed by the practices of law.
Specifically we may further say that contained in the
commercial law practice is every branch of the law with only
the possible exception of that of domestic relations, patents,
and copyrights, criminal law, admiralty, and the purely technical limited real estate law. Into all of these fields the commercial lawyer finds occasion to enter sometime or other in
his practice.
The ramifications of his practice therefore extend into
practically every field of the law, and thus he cannot be said
to specialize in the sense that he limits his practice to particular lines in the profession, altho in a broader sense he is really
a specialist.
Opportunity knocks at his door from all directions. What
on its face may seem to be only an ordinary collection may take
him into the Bankruptcy Court in which he may find himself
in the most varied practice, as that of attorney for the petitioning creditors in which he becomes involved in all of the intricacies of the bankruptcy practice which raises the interesting questions of pleading, fraudulent conveyances, concealment of property, preferences, Federal jurisdiction and procedure, and may culminate in the actual trial practice necessary for an adjudication, which lines must bring out skill and
ability equal to that necessary in the best conducted trials of
cases in litigation in any court.
He may be the attorney for the debtor, in which case his
skill would be demanded in the defense of his client against
involuntary petition, and against claims of fraud. Possibly he
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ultimately, either as attorney for debtor or creditor, will be
called in to the criminal court for the conduct of or defense
against prosecution under that branch of the bankruptcy law.
As attorney for the trustee he may be brought into both
the common law or the equity side of the court in actions to
recover moneys due the estate, actions to set aside preferences,
and fraudulent conveyances, actions to determine titles as between the trustee and creditors claiming to have prior right to
property involved in the bankrupt's estate, questions of exemptions under the state law, rights of creditors occupying inconsistent positions, the question of validity or priority, of securities, liens, or other encumbrance rights, and practically the
whole gamut of legal questions which will test both his ingenuity and his technical knowledge in almost every branch
of the law.
On the other hand, if the claim in his hands does not become involved in the bankruptcy court, it may present interesting questions either in or out of court involving a knowledge of both fundamental principles and procedure and practice of law in nearly every one of its branches. The three large
branches of the law--contracts, negotiable instruments, and
sales-coupled with real estate and chattel mortgages, conditional sales, liens, bailments, and agency, fall naturally into
the lines of commercial practice.
The present tendency toward the concentration of business and the tremendous activity of corporations and business
life necessarily brings the commercial law into very intimate
and close contact with corporations, and the necessity of being
cognizant of and proficient in the practice governing corporations and the procedure therewith.
The adjustment of business items brings the commercial
law necessarily into relations with those problems which must
constantly arise in the adjustment of accounts and otherwise,
involving conveyances, settlement of estates, and other matters
which very naturally come within the purview of the commercial law practice, the laws relating to real property, probate of estates, and even oftentimes indirectly domestic relations and other branches of law which at first blush seem
totally unrelated to commercial law practice.
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In other words therefore the commercial law practice
may be deemed the most heterogeneous and cosmopolitan
branch of legal practice, being practically all-embracing and
all-inclusive.
In addition to the strictly technical lines, it branches out
still further, taking in the matter of adjustments, compromise,
arbitration, bookkeeping, accounting, scientific management
of business, reorganization of corporations, in fact, the commercial law stands in relation to the legal practice much in
the same position held by the old family physician who needed
to be equipped to take care of every ill.
From the foregoing it might be assumed that the wide
scope of commercial practice must necessarily limit the expectations of the practitioner along the lines of development
of real legal talent and the upbuilding of a desirable legal
practice.
It is in connection with this phase of the subject that the
line of demarcation of choice rests entirely with the commercial lawyer. The commercial law practice offers opportunities without limit. Where those opportunities will lead depends on the lines of advantage taken thereof. The lawyer
must determine whether he desires simply to make a living or
more than that-a competence out of the practice as his only
aim, or whether in addition thereto he desires to attain a position of standing in his profession and to be recognized as a
lawyer as well as a business man. It is purely a question of
ideals-if one is satisfied simply with the question of making
money, he can do so in the commercial practice probably
much easier than in other lines of practice, and with quicker
personal results.
In that event, however, he must be content to be permanently recorded as merely a collection lawyer, divorced from
the honor and standing which so many members of bar have
attained in their professional and public life.
On the other hand, if he desires to choose the better course
of maintaining his professional ideals and standards, but at
the same time obtain the advantages that adhere to commercial law practice, the way is just as open-altho somewhat
narrower and not quite as quickly run. In other words, the
choice lies between choosing the commercial practice as a
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business or as a profession-the former limits itself, the latter
combines the two in a broader and wider field.
In this larger vision, the lawyer gains all the advantages
of the commercial practice, but subordinates the details of the
business portion to his professional ideals and standards. The
working out of the practice makes the professional ideals primary and the matter of business incidental altho the latter
necessarily follows the former.
The lawyer who becomes merely a drudge and slave to
business details seldom rises above the level of the hum-drum
routine features and never obtains eminence in the professional sphere-the lawyer however, who conducts his practice
so that the routine matters are subordinate and devotes his
time to the supervision and working out of the professional
questions and matters which come before him, keeps himself
removed from the danger of becoming lodged in a rut and
retains his professional ideals and possibilities and makes himself eligible to attain to those honors and distinctions which
fall to the legal profession.
At the same time he is opening the avenues for a most
extensive and lucrative practice. Not only do the opportunities in the practice of commercial law give almost unlimited
scope to the lawyers activities in a professional way, but they
likewise offer the means for a general, all-round liberal education particularly along business, economic, and political
lines. The points of contact instead of being limited to a localized narrow horizon, may be made practically national if
not world wide, and thru the channels formed, bring to the
lawyer the streams not only of business and the emoluments
thereof, but the much desired asset of wide acquaintanceship,
which when properly cultivated, makes possible the formation of many lasting friendships as the direct result thereof.
To epitomize them, the commercial law practice offers
an almost unlimited field for the exercise of business and professional ability and capacity, limited only by the choice of
the individual. In addition thereto and bey6nd the scope of
any other field of legal practice, it affords unlimited opportunities for legitimate publicity and wide acquaintanceship;
the work is always interesting and full of diversified activity;
for the young man it is a stepping-stone to the widest fields
his ambition desires.

DICTAPHUN
HYMNUS CYGNINAE
Despite some of the adroitest electioneering witnessed since the nominating committee system took all the fun out of Bar Association elections,
the Board of Editors, who have so magnificently conducted Dicta through
Volume 8 thereof (q. v.), were unable to re-elect their sponsor and you will
have to get along without us in Volume 9. As we said before, but not nearly
so appropriately (and our stuff is very appropriate), "Ancient and Holy
things fade like a dream".

PRIZES AWARDED AT SECRET MEETING
In 8 Dicta (3) 21, it will be remembered by those who followed our
advice in 8 Dicta (2) 22 to keep them so you can q. v., that two prizes would
be awarded in two big events. To wit: Split Infinitive Sweepstakes, the
winnah to be the judge of the Supreme Court who could split the most in
Volumes 88 and 89, Colorado Reports. The Dissenting Opinion Handicap,
prize to be awahded to the judge of the Supreme Court who should write the
most dissenting opinions in 1931. Due to the untimely and regrettable termination of the burgeoning careers of the present Editors a secret meeting
was held at which it was determined to award the prizes now. The prizes
will be delivered f. o. b. to the proud champions, who are:
The Split Infinitive Sweepstakes

Mr. Justice .................
*, Mr. Justice ............
*, Mr.
J ustice ................................................... *, M r. J ustice ................................................... *, M r. J ustice
............................................
, M r. J u stice --------------------------------------------* , an d M r. J u stice
Dissenting Opinion Handicap
*. M r. Justice ..................................
M r. Justice ..................
as hinted earlier, was barred for professionalism.

*...........

*Name on request if you furnish a surety company bond.

HONORABLE MENTION
In that same 8 Dicta (3) 21 above mentioned the rules for the Split
Infinitive Sweepstakes .were printed. These, inter alia (in part to you!),
provided: "* * * Split infinitives used in quotations from Colorado statutes,
no credit; those used in quotations from other courts (Arkansas excepted),
one-fourth point; Arkansas splits, one-half point * * *."
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Which led Carle Whitehead, as long ago as January 15, 1931, to send
a special delivery letter to the Editors from which we quote-freely:
"Who ever heard of 'Arkansas splits' being referred to as 'one-half point'?
Shades of Arkansas!"
Italics his.

WE KEEP OURS BACK OF 33 CORPUS JURIS
"The case of Hester v. U. 8., 265 U.. S. 57, is a most interesting and
illuminating case upon the point now under discussi3n. Hester was convicted
of concealing distilled spirits under the Revised Statutes." Cooper, D. J., in
U. S. v. Phillips, 34 F. (2d) 495, 498.

THIS IS NOT FUNNY
"The learned counsel on both sides of the case agree upon one proposition
concerning the interpretation of this statute, and only one, which is, that its
meaning is plain and obvious. From this common premise, they proceed,
with much earnestness, to demonstrate, on the one hand, the error, on the
other, the correctness of the former adjudication."
Ireland v. Arapahoe County, 6 Colo. 280, 281.

GOOD FAITH CONTEST-TRY AND WIN ITI
Jesse H. Sherman, Esq., offers $10 to the first person to furnish a correct analysis of the first sentence in the form of certificate of sale now (and
for some years) used by the Public Trustee of the City and County of Denver.
The sample attached to his letter to the Editors is the current edition supplied
by Mr. Monson and is marked "Form 6". Get one! Get two!! The Editors kept the offer secret for one month while we wrestled with the problem
but we are sorry we didn't publish it last month and let you suffer as long
as we have.
Mr. Sherman suggests that for the first three months the contest be
restricted to Denver lawyers and that then it be opened to the public.
The prize is being kept in Mr. Sherman's pocket and will be shown on
request. Solutions, however, must be addressed to Dicta.
Mr. Sherman is of opinion that the analysis furnished by the successful
contestant should be put of record in the Recorder's office for ready reference
by those obliged to read the form. We will pay the recording fee.
Note: Dicta only running 32 pages precluded printing of the aweinspiring, grammar-defying, syntax-despising, all-embracing, and breath-taking
sentence.
SALUTEM!
Sorry to have met you.

COLORADO SUPREME COURT DECISIONS
(EDrroa's NorL-It is intended to print brief abstracts of the decisions of the
Supreme Court in the issue of Dicta next appearing after the rendition thereof. In the
event of the filing of a petition for rehearing, resulting in any change or modification
of opinion, such will be indicated in later digests.)
WORKMEN'S

COMPENSATION-LIMITATIONS--MISTAKE

IN GIVING

DATE

OF ACCIDENT-Industrial Commission of Colorado vs. Pappas-No. 12813
-Decided July 27, 1931.
Facts.-The Industrial Commission and others seek the reversal of a
judgment of the District Court vacating the Commission's award denying
Pappas compensation for the permanent, total loss of vision in his left eye.
On Jan. 31, 1927, Pappas was hit in the left eye by a piece of coal. On
June 29, 1927, he was struck in the left eye by a rock. On December 21,
1927, the Commission found and awarded compensation on a basis of 10 per
cent loss of vision in left eye, and this award was paid. Later he lost all vision
in the left eye. Through error the physician appointed by the Commission
reported the accident as having occurred on January 31 instead of on June 29,
but the Commission held that the report being that the accident occurred on
January 31 and claim not having been filed in time was barred by the Statute
of Limitations.
Held.-The facts are undisputed that the mistake was an innocent one
of the physician in reporting the accident as having occurred on January 31,
caused by the fact that Pappas himself did not know the exact date, and
asked the employer company the date of the accident, and the company
through mistake, gave him the date of the former accident. Under such circumstances, the fact that the doctor gave Jan. 31 as the date does not create
such a conflict in the evidence as would call for the application of the rule
that a finding of the commission upon conflicting evidence is conclusive. In
effect, the evidence concerning January 31, explained and practically eliminated by uncontradicted evidence, amounts to no evidence.-Judgment affirmed.
CRIMINAL LAw-LQUOR VIOLATION-REMARKS OF DISTRICT ATTORNEYNo. 12864-Holt v. The People-Decided July 6, 1931.
Facts.-Defendant is convicted of operating still. He has been charged
upon three counts.
1. Possession
2. Operation
3. Ownership
From the conviction, defendant alleged error on the following grounds:
1. The improper and prejudicial argument of the District Attorney.
2. Improper withholding of evidence by the District Attorney.
3. Improper cross-examination of the defendant.

4.

Inconsistency of verdicts.
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Held.-l. (a) The comments of the District Attorney to the effect that
the case reeked of bribery was justified by the evidence.
(b) The remarks of the District Attorney relative to the defendant and
his common law wife were found not to be prejudicial.
2. Failure on the part of the District Attorney to call all of the witnesses which are listed on the information is not prejudicial to the defendant.
The defendant could have called them if he wanted their testimony.
3. In cross-examining defendant, the District Attorney asked questions concerning crimes of which the defendant had been charged but not
convicted. As there was also evidence of prior convictions, this was held not
to be prejudicial.
4. There were no inconsistencies in the verdicts. A defendant might
be guilty of operating a still without being guilty of ownership or possession.
-Conviction sustained.
DIVORCE -

RES ADJUDICATA -

RIGHT TO DISMISSAL -

DISMISSAL WITH

PREJUDICE-No. 12719--Scofield vs. Scofield-Decided Sept. 14, 1931.
1. Where error is not assigned, such error will not be considered.
2. Plaintiff has an absolute right of dismissal only before trial. After
plaintiff has invoked the jurisdiction of the court, disposed of motions and
demurrers, trial set, parties appear for trial, the trial was in progress, plaintiff's absolute right to dismiss is lost.
3. And in connection with preceding paragraph, where plaintiff does
not pay or tender costs incurred, the plaintiff has no absolute right to dismiss
without prejudice.
4. Where identity of parties is the same and the subject matter is the
same in two actions, the order of lower court is dismissing with prejudice on
defendant's motion was right.
5. Plaintiff will not be permitted to attack a former decree of divorce
upon the ground that plaintiff and 4efendant had resumed the marital relation when the decree was entered, =
use the plaintiff was as culpable as
the defendant and cannot plead his or her wrong as a ground of obtaining
relief.
6. The defendant's motion for judgment is more than a survey of the
pleadings. It embraces a consideration of the evidence introduced.
7. Where parties stipulate to submit cause for final judgment on the
pleadings and the evidence, this precludes the introduction of further evidence
after the pronouncement of the judgment. Judgment affirmed.

BILLS AND NOTES-CNSIDERATION-RESTRAINT OF TRADE-No. 12793-

Church vs. The Polar Ice Cream Co.-Decided Sept. 14, 1931.
1. In a suit upon a promissory note against husband and wife, where
wife signed her own name and her husband's name, an answer containing the
allegation that the note was not executed for a valuable consideration is not
sufficient to raise an issue of no consideration.
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2. Where the answer alleges that the husband's name was affixed by
his wife, solely for the accommodation of the plaintiff, but the only evidence
in support thereof was that his wife told him that the lawyer for the plaintiff
wanted his signature to the note so she signed her husband's name to it, such
evidence was clearly objectionable, immaterial and incompetent to prove such
allegation.
3. This court will not consider the assignment that the note was void
because it contained certain provisions in restraint of trade and to prevent
lawful competition, where no evidence was offered in support thereof and the
question was not pleaded or raised in the trial court. Judgment affirmed.

APPEAL AND ERROR-MOTION TO DisMIss WRIT OF ERROR-RESTRAINING

ORDER-No. 12921-Ward vs. Ward et al-Decided Sept. 14, 1931.
1. Where, after judgment in the court below, an administrator of an
estate who was a party therein, ceases to occupy such office and is succeeded
by another, such latter administrator is a necessary party in the Supreme
Court.
2. Under such conditions, the Supreme Court will order the successor
administrator to be made a party and will not dismiss the writ of error.
3. Where no supersedeas is applied for, a motion to dismiss the writ
on the ground that the estate is ready to be closed and that the assets will be
distributed and the estate closed before the case can be decided by this court
and therefore only a moot question is presented, is premature, where it appears
that the estate has not been closed and no order has been made by the County
Court for distribution of the estate.
4. No restraining order from this court is necessary under such circumstances. If the County Court should order the assets distributed, and
the estate closed while this suit is pending here, such order may be presented
for review in the customary manner and its validity and effect determined.
Motion to dismiss denied. Motion for restraining order denied.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION-LIABILITY FOR INJURIES ARISING OUT OF
AND IN COURSE OF EMPLOYMENT-SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT-FALLING

THROUGH TRAP DOOR AT HOME-No. 12890-Ryan vs. Industrial Com-

mission-Decided Sept. 14, 1931.

1. Where a school superintendent was required to use his own automobile in securing school supplies from a neighboring city, with knowledge and
acquiesence of school board, and in so doing, necessarily had to bring some of
the school supplies to his home, and while engaged in removing the school
supplies from his auto into his home, fell through a trap door and was injured,
such injuries were incurred and arose out of and in the course of his employment. Judgment reversed.
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CHATTEL MORTGAGES--FUTURE ADVANCEMENTS-JUDGMENT CREDITORS
-PRIORITIES-STATUTE OF FRAUDS-No. 12429-DecidedSept. 14, 1931.

1. Where a chattel mortgage is given for a definite amount and makes
no mention of the fact that it was intended to secure future advancements,
it is not for that reason void under Chapter 72 of Session Laws of 1923.
2. Where the mortgage recited that it was given to secure a certain
sum and described the notes, date, terms, amount and maturities, the above
statute was not intended to invalidate such a mortgage.
3. The claim of a mortgagee, to the extent of the money already advanced, will be held superior to that of a subsequent judgment creditor but
as to monies advanced subsequent to the time the rights of judgment creditors
accrued, he will not have priority.
4. Where a mortgagee agrees orally to pay for groceries furnished the
mortgagor, he will be liable for such groceries thereafter furnished but not
liable as to those furnished prior to the oral promise.-Judgmentaffirmed.
CRIMINAL LAW-SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE-MOTION FOR DIRECTED VERDICT-BALLISTIC EXPERT-DANGER OF EXPERT TESTIMONY-REvIEW-

ING EVIDENCE-No. 12846-Matthew vs. People-DecidedSept. 21, 1931.

1. Where the sole evidence of guilt is the assertion that certain markings appear on bullets fired from a gun by a ballistic expert, which markings
he testified were identical with the markings on bullets taken from the body
of deceased, and where such bullets are before the Supreme Court, where it
can examine them the same as the jury did, the findings of the jury will not be
conclusive, but the sufficiency will be determined by this Court.
2. In such case, the rule applicable is the identical rule applied by the
appellate Court where all the evidence in support of the judgment is presented
by deposition.
3. Upon examination of the bullets no such marking as testified to by
the expert can be found, hence the evidence is entirely too slender to support
a sentence of life imprisonment.
4. Under such circumstances, defendant's motion for a directed verdict
should have been sustained.-Judgment reversed with directions to discharge
defendant.

CLERK'S OFFICE BROADCASTING
Mr. Stackhouse, Clerk of the District Court, announces
that there will be no juries during December.
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